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MARXISM AND THE INDIVIDUAL2 

 

I am here today to share with you a research project that I have been pursuing since 

2002. The first part of this journey, which took roughly twelve years, was completed in 2007. 

I summarized its results that year at the Tenth Social Sciences Conference held in this same 

venue. The title of my presentation was “The Individual as the Form of Existence of 

Humankind”. The second part of the project was completed last year in 2014. That very same 

year, this research was presented to the public in my book What is the Individual? published 

by Yordam Kitap (Istanbul). 

 In this presentation, I will first explain how the research question came about (I), 

then present the kind of cognitive tools required by this research (II), follow up with a brief 

summary of the general conclusions to which these tools led me (III) and finally, I will 

present my theoretical contribution to the overall solution of the problem (IV). 

 

I 

This research project started with my misgivings about the widely accepted 

definition of the human being. Generally, there is a consensus that the human is a bio-psycho-

social being. That is to say a human being has a body (bio), the capability to think, to 

perceive and feel emotions (psyche), and always lives within a society (socio). This is where 

I started having issues with this view; because, upon closer examination it can immediately 
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be seen that this is not a definition but a mere description. Everyone can “observe” that a 

human has a body, expresses thought and emotion through speech, eye contact and body 

language, and that they always live with others of their kind. But this observation cannot 

replace a true “definition” of what a human being is. Science, of course, does not object to the 

fact that reality is multifaceted, but in order to define something, one of these facets or 

aspects must be considered more dominant than the others. This specific character should be 

able to “explain” its own dominance and also the existence and nature of the other main 

characteristics of the object under consideration. If no such dominant particularity can be put 

forward then there is no way to reach beyond a kind of muddled eclecticism.  

The question then becomes what is the dominant trait (the one that explains its own 

dominance and the other facets of the human being) of this entity described as a bio-psycho-

social being? At first glance, it may seem like there are three options and any one of them 

could well be the prevailing attribute. However, that is not the case. No one in the positive 

sciences today upholds the idea that the psyche or more prosaically the soul is an independent 

reality of its own. The psychological is always seen as derivative of some other reality. The 

soul is the dependent variable of either the body or society, depending on which is considered 

the dominant aspect. One example is given by the great psychologist Freud, who says that the 

soul is a system defined by sexual drives, which lie in the body. By contrast, the opposing 

argument sustains that the soul is defined by the structure of social relations. So that leaves 

two main options that could define a human being: body or society.  

Those who emphasise the dominant trait of the human being is the body maintain 

that the defining quality of a human being is to be a kind of animal. Whether we approach it 

as Aristotle did, saying “man is by nature a political animal” (zoon politikon o anthropos) or 

from what would be considered more of a Marxist point of view by claiming man is a “tool-

making animal,” the end result is the same. Even sustaining, as Adler did, that the nature of 

man is to be social, brings us to the same conclusion. If one holds the view that human bodies 

are imbued with some sort of an invariable generic “human nature,” then one inevitably 

confers a kind of instinctual character to such a nature. And if that is the case, no matter how 

“refined” or “social” its instincts may be, the human being will inevitably be seen as an 

animal species among others. 

Being a Marxist since the age of twenty, I turned to Marx to find an answer to this 

question. I found out that he had given his answer in 1844, at just twenty-six years of age, 
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and without any reservations: “The individual is the social being” (Economical and 

Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, Third Manuscript, “Private Property and Communism”, 

subsection 3, Marx’s emphasis). Marx is the first thinker to say this so clearly, with no ifs, 

ands or buts about it. To be fair, there were others who came after him who ardently 

supported this same idea. I will give but two examples: One is Herbert Mead, who died in 

1931 and dedicated his entire life to the idea that individual consciousness stems from 

society. The other is the recently deceased, well known anthropologist Clifford Geertz who 

famously said, “Human thought is consummately social: social in its origins, social in its 

functions, social in its forms, social in its applications.”  (The Interpretation of Cultures, 

Basic Books, Inc., New York, 1973: 360). I would also like to give an example from the 

realm of movies, as one of my generation is sure to remember François Truffaut’s 1970 film 

The Wild Child (L’Enfant sauvage). The film is based on a true story. It is about a baby lost 

in the woods in late eighteenth century France. The child grows up with animals, is found 

when he is nearing puberty and is entrusted to a famous doctor who is paid by the 

government to teach him how to be human. The film strikingly shows how a child  cut off 

from other people while growing up never quite becomes a human being, and how for 

example he cannot learn to talk. To sum up, the human being is the only social being. It is not 

an animal species endowed with this or that particularity. We cannot put humans and animals 

in the same category any more than we can plants and animals. Just as we cannot for example 

refer to animals as “walking plants”, we cannot refer to human beings as animals no matter 

what defining peculiarity we add to it. 

There are many types of animals that live together. Despite this, there are no “animal 

societies”; because, socialness is not only living together, but fulfilling and reproducing 

material and immaterial needs of a given species through social relations. For there to be 

relations, there has to be a medium of communication, that is to say language. Also, there 

cannot be relations or transactions unless there are individuals who self-consciously 

recognize themselves as different entities. Thus, the defining characteristic of the human as a 

particular species is that it is comprised of individuals. 

Those who see humans as a type of animal do not have a problem with starting from 

the individual when studying the human being. You have just to add the effects of social 

relations to the characteristics of the individual and you are done. This is indeed the most 

common approach in Western sociology. However, you have a tough task ahead of you if you 

see humans as fundamentally social; because you then have to treat the individual, not as an 
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individual but as a “social individual” from the outset. On the other hand, you cannot just 

ignore individuality and start straight from society, because as I said before, the defining 

particularity of human society is that it is made up of differentiated individuals. An approach 

that does not take this into account is bound to fail from the very start.  

And so the first five years of my research adventure were spent looking for the most 

adequate cognitive tool for going through my subject matter, the theoretical framework that 

would from the very beginning allow me to study the individual and society together. In the 

end I found it in Marx’s Grundrisse, more specifically in the chapter where he analyses the 

relationship between production and consumption. To this I added a few cognitive tools, 

again based on historical materialism, which I had used while writing my book An Essay on 

the Nature of the State thirty five years ago (https://cemerogul.wordpress.com). This is how I 

prepared the paper I presented at the Tenth Conference, in 2007 (“The Individual as the Form 

of Existence of Humankind”, https://cemerogul.wordpress.com). 

 

II 

Now I will briefly explain these cognitive tools. Let me first remind you of the basic 

issue: Finding a theoretical framework that would allow me to study the individual and 

society without separating the two or emphasising one over the other. Marx uses this type of 

model at the beginning of Grundrisse when analysing the relation between production and 

consumption. This model can be called “dialectical identity”. When considering production 

and consumption as a whole, Marx defines three levels of identity. The first is “direct 

identity”. In a way, the phenomenon is both production and consumption at the same time. In 

the example Marx provides someone nourishing themselves is consuming food and 

reproducing their own body. The next level is “instrumental identity”. Here production and 

consumption are taken separately, and identity shows itself in the object of both actions. As 

Marx states once again, production creates the object of consumption and consumption 

decides what will be produced. The third level can be referred to as “mediated identity”. This 

level deals with the steps that need to be taken in a given society in order to go from 

production to consumption and vice versa. If, for example, the society in question is 

capitalist, in order for production to take place there first has to be an individual with enough 

money who steps forward and buys (or rents) the means of production and the labour force to 

operate these means. The second step is actual production. The third step is distribution. At 
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this point workers will receive pay immediately, but the capitalist will still need to sell their 

goods in order to pocket the profits. There is one more step that comes before consumption: 

The workers take their wages and the capitalist their profit and re-enter the market in order to 

buy the means of consumption they need. It is clear that all these mediations change 

according to the type of society; for example, in a primitive communal society production 

will be directly followed by consumption, totally unlike how matters stand in a capitalist 

society. 

This is not the only instance where Marx uses this model. For example, he uses it in 

Capital for analysing the commodity-money relationship. This model is highly efficient for 

any case where the objects being studied are different yet conjoined or cannot exist without 

the other. Some examples of such objects can be teacher-student, materialism-sciences, 

citizen-nation, believer-congregation, member-assembly etc. However, Marx never explains 

this model for its own sake, but only uses it in his analyses. Thus, after I realized this was the 

model I was looking for, the first thing I had to do was elaborate it as an abstract theoretical 

framework so that I would be able to apply it to the individual-society couple. 

This is roughly what I came up with: 1) “Direct identity”: There cannot be an 

individual without a society or a society without an individual. But this point is so evident 

that it does not teach us much. Its biggest contribution is its negative side, an all-

encompassing warning. It warns us against the Robinsonades popular in the West, and urges 

us to stay away from constructs relying on individuals capable of existing by themselves, 

without need of any kind of social relationship. The same warning holds also for approaches 

that put society before the individual. One example of such an approach is Durkheim’s 

“collective consciousness,” that imposes itself onto individuals. This warning extends to any 

kind of structuralism that does not need individual energy to activate its structures. 2) 

“Instrumental identity”: This is the true theoretical level. Here what we are required to do is 

attempt to demonstrate how the individual and society are instrumental for one another by 

looking into all scientific disciplines that examine the two separately and in their relation. 

The list of relevant disciplines is really quite impressive. It includes first and foremost the 

theory of evolution along with sociology, anthropology, ethnography, archaeology, cultural 

psychology, psychoanalysis, psychiatry, psychology, various medical specialties, biology, 

genetics, genetic epistemology, cultural-historical psychology, neuroscience, informatics, 

artificial intelligence etc. However, and most evidently, for this analysis to be beneficial for 

our approach we must steer clear of shallow eclecticism and evaluate all this scientific data 
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from an historical materialist perspective. 3) “Mediated identity”: We need this level to 

investigate and bring to light the roles, structures and institutions that are instrumental in the 

individualisation of society and the socialisation of the individual, at a definite time, in a 

definite society; the economic, political and ideological factors determining those roles, 

structures and institutions, and the material and immaterial objects that make up the cultural 

landscape, as well as the relationships imbuing them with meaning. As opposed to the second 

level, the results concerning mediated identity will vary greatly according to the definite 

society under study, and so will help make the data from the second level much more tangible 

so far as their concrete implications.  

This is our overall theoretical framework. However, before I go on to a summary of 

the general conclusions I came to by using this framework, I must present to you a few 

cognitive tools that I have been using in all my research endeavours and that came in 

particularly handy in my more recent work about the individual. These are tools I came up 

with thirty-five years ago while writing my book An Essay on the Nature of the State 

(Ankara, A.U. Siyasal Bilgiler Fakültesi Yayinlari, 1981) and they have served me well ever 

since. There are five of these in total; the first two have some unique qualities. The rest are 

comparatively mundane, but are all highly functional for any kind of research. 

The first tool regards the concept of determination. As you know, all scientific 

research assumes and requires some kind of determination. However, determination is a very 

broad concept and it can include many different forms such as creation, destruction, 

formation, impairment, distortion, excitation, stimulation, obstruction, restriction, 

conditioning etc. Out of this mass, I found out that the active/passive determination couple 

was particularly useful. Active determination is the element that causes something. Passive 

determination is all factors that contribute to the result by making the action easier or harder, 

by shutting off some possibilities while leaving open others. Generally, active determination 

is labelled as the cause while passive determination is referred to as the conditions. There is, 

however, one point that must be highlighted. The difference between these two types of 

determination is not that one is caused by humans and the other is caused by some other 

factor. For example, depending on the situation, a natural occurrence such as an earthquake 

can be an active determinant, while how crowded an auditorium is becomes a passive 

determinant. This couple is a cognitive tool that can be effectively applied to any 

circumstance. For example, suppose you invite a friend out. If the outing happens, the active 

determinant was your invitation. How that outing will take place, however, will depend on 
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the vehicle you have at your disposal, your shoes if you don’t have a vehicle, the terrain, the 

weather, the crowds, traffic etc. All these factors are passive determinants. Making this 

distinction and keeping an open mind ready for unexpected determinations will help steer 

clear of dogmatism and allow in each specific case “the concrete analysis of the concrete 

situation”.  

The second tool is also about the concept of determination. If I were to state it 

abstractly, I would say that the occurring of a determination depends on the determinant 

while its outcome depends on the determined. Behind this abstract formula lies a very 

tangible, illuminating truth. This is, once again, something I found in Marx’s works. If you 

look at Capital Volume III (London, Lawrence and Wishart, 1977, pp. 331-32), you will see 

that Marx uses this dialectic principle in a real life example. What he is discussing in this 

instance is how developed capitalist trade dissolves traditional societies. Marx states the rule 

as follows: “And whither this process of dissolution will lead, in other words, what new mode 

of production will replace the old, does not depend on commerce, but on the character of the 

old mode of production itself”. To put it differently, the source of the determination, what 

explains its existence, is trade. What results it may yield are tied not to trade, but to the 

particularities of the affected society. This is a methodological warning of tremendous value. 

This rule of thumb gives us the means to grasp the determination mechanism of an economic 

factor within a society. The same economic determinant will always have different effects 

depending on the field it is affecting. For example, the same economic crisis may cause a 

military coup in politics, a rise of nationalism in the ideological sphere, higher rate of divorce 

when it comes to families, more violence in interpersonal relations, strengthening of 

conservatism in philosophy, inhibition of creativity in the arts etc. This methodological rule 

crops up in another of Marx’s well-known statements. In The 18 Brumaire of Louis 

Bonaparte, (first chapter, second paragraph) Marx states: “Men make their own history, but 

they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected circumstances, but 

under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the past.” Meaning, we 

ourselves make our own history. However, the results are always determined by pre-existing 

conditions. This is a priceless lesson in realism and patience, especially for revolutionaries. 

The third tool is the well-known dialectic principle: the transformation of quantity 

into quality. It is important to always bear in mind that this principle is highly effective when 

analysing concrete situations, or in other words, that it has great operational power. The 

previous two tools cannot be used successfully without constantly keeping this principle in 
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mind. Say the hypothesis is that human relations are more reliant on socialness than the 

corporeal, that the societal side is the active determinant while the body is a passive 

determinant. Without the principle of transformation of quantity into quality this general rule 

may entrap us into dogmatism, making us unable to comprehend reality. If, however, we 

know this principle we can see that passive determinants can become active after they reach a 

certain threshold as, for example, when a politician resigns due to a medical issue, and not, as 

would be expected, as a consequence of some political developments. Coming back to the 

previous example of you and your friend, if your car breaks down during the outing, it has 

gone from being a passive means to becoming an active factor, and the outcome of your 

outing is no longer determined by your invitation, but by the state of your car. The rule that 

the result of a determination depends on the determined, may also become invalid when a 

quantitative threshold is reached. We see this in great events such as the French Revolution or 

the Russian Revolution where the power of revolution can wash away all previously 

constraining conditions prevailing in these societies.  

The fourth tool is consistency in relation to the level of concreteness/abstractness in 

research and presentation. This is another very important rule. It warns us against hasty 

shortcuts and swift generalisations in scientific research and presentation. Marx provides us 

with a good and a bad example of this. The bad example is the Preface to A Contribution to 

the Critique of Political Economy (1859). The entirety of historical materialism is 

summarised in only two pages! This text has caused many misunderstandings of Marxism. It 

has been the source of downright mechanistic ideas about productive forces, base and 

superstructures, and revolution. On the other hand, the Introduction to A Contribution penned 

in 1857, two years before the Preface, and not published until half a century after Marx’s 

death, is a meticulous piece about the required distinctions between different levels of 

analysis in both research and presentation. Marx practiced this meticulous approach in all his 

works, especially Capital.  

The fifth tool is an adequate conceptualisation of role, structure and institution. This 

conceptualisation cannot be avoided. There is no way that all phenomena can be examined in 

total fluidity -in all their moving details. Life never stops, but it must be condensed, frozen, 

and put into some kind of mould in order to be examined. Nevertheless, while doing so, one 

danger to be avoided at all costs is forgetting that these moulds are always, without exception 

driven by acting subjects. In other words, we must bear in mind that an individual does not 

enter into roles, structures and institutions, but that these are already a part of the individual. 
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In other words, we must not fail to see that social customs are realized through individual 

habits. The crucial point to remember is that there is no such thing as an undetermined, pure 

individual, that the human is always a “social”, thus determined individual. As Marx and 

Engels state in The German Ideology, (I. Feuerbach, A. Idealism and Materialism, “First 

Premises of the Materialist Method”, subsection 4, first sentence): “The fact is, therefore, that 

definite individuals who are productively active in a definite way enter into these definite 

social and political relations.” (The emphasis on the word “definite” is my own). 

III 

I will now briefly go over a few general conclusions I reached through the cognitive 

tools I have presented, and the data gleaned from various sciences that investigate how the 

individual-society dialectical identity is mutually instrumental (cf. level 2). As everyone 

agrees that human beings are bio-psycho-social entities, it comes in handy to look into what 

these overall conclusions say about each of these elements. In order to do this, I will first 

examine the body, followed by the soul, and finally culture as it is what determines the 

socialness  of human beings. 

Our bodies as a whole are the product of a dual process. As a species we are the 

result of phylogenetic development, that is to say evolution. Our individual bodies on the 

other hand are the product of ontogenesis. So, these are the two dimensions to be taken into 

account when researching how our bodies are determined. 

The information I am going to present about evolution comes from anthropologist 

Metin Özbek’s book on the prehistoric evolution of mankind (Insanin Tarihöncesi Evrimi, 

Istanbul, Bilim ve Gelecek Kitapligi, 2010). Briefly put the data are as follows: Hominins 

split from our last hominid relatives, the chimpanzee, 5 to 6 million years ago. The decisive 

factor in this split was the development of the habit of walking on two feet (bipedalism). It 

took 2 to 3 million years for this habit to become completely ingrained. About 2.5 million 

years ago a group of hominins started to shape pieces of quartz, easily found in nature, in 

order to make them better suited to their needs. Up until that point, other hominids like 

chimpanzees used stones and branches to knock fruit off trees or break apart insect nests. 

However, the innovation among hominins was the shaping of tools as needed. The brain 

volume of these hominins was about 400 cm3 (less than a third of today’s average, which is 

around 1.350 cm3). Within six hundred thousand years this endeavour led to a very important 

result, the first homo species emerged. This happened around 1.9 million years ago and brain 
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mass increased over fifty percent to around 660 cm2, among hominins attempting to work 

down rocks. Hominin had become human. Individuals of the homo genus would come 

together to break down and sharpen pebbles of quartz. Then they would lodge the sharp 

shards between their thumb and index finger to skin carcasses, cut up meat, break bones with 

cleavers they had prepared from rocks, extract marrow with sharp-pointed stones, produce 

with their tribe and share the product. Communication was of paramount importance for 

learning to grasp with the hands properly, to develop hand-eye coordination, produce 

together, and also share the product within the tribe. This is why spoken language developed 

with the first species of the homo genus. For this, the larynx had to descend into the pharynx, 

forming a void suitable for making different sounds, and the brain needed to be powerful 

enough to plan and share these communal tasks. The ice ages had also started by this time. 

Different homo species that came into existence and disappeared had to deal with this 

changing climate. Within about three hundred thousand years, roughly 1.6 million years ago, 

our body reached the form we still see today and our brain grew to 65% of its current size, 

reaching 800-900 cm3. This was almost another fifty per cent increase from what it was 

before. Hominins further back in the evolution process continued to live with the homo genus 

and disappeared about 1.3 million years ago. Later on in evolution two important milestones 

took place. About 1.5 million years ago symmetrical triangular stone hatchets, 5 to 35 cm in 

size were made and were widely used up until two hundred thousand years ago. This weapon 

was very convenient for hunting large herbivores. A group of hunters would drag their prey 

to a suitable location, like a swamp, and descend on the animal with their hatchets. (One can 

imagine the coordination, communication, leadership, and cooperation this required.) The 

next big step was the discovery of fire. We do not know exactly when this happened, but it 

was at least five hundred thousand years ago. Fire is an incredible tool for socializing. It 

keeps wild animals away, makes edible meat that was too hard to eat, as well as sea creatures 

or roots, creates the opportunity to make oil lamps from fat, to frame canoes from animal 

skins, to harden the tips of sticks to produce spears, it tightens the bonds uniting the members 

of the community, and increases the need for communication. The brain reached its current 

volume 150-200 thousand years ago. At that time Neanderthals and Homo sapiens were the 

only two species left of the homo genus. When the Neanderthals died out 30-40 thousand 

years ago today’s humans became the last species standing. Humans started burying their 

dead about 90 thousand years ago. This is when abstract thought, the ability to think beyond 

what is in front of you, developed. Language, which accompanied the emergence of 

humankind, paved the way for symbolic thinking. Around 30-40 thousand years ago various 
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types of art began to develop starting with painting, music, decorating, and preening. By the 

time we reach the Neolithic period and the threshold of the agrarian revolution, humans had 

developed 92 types of stone tools, using them on horn, bone, ivory, animal hides, wood or 

more malleable rocks to make anything from bows and arrows to sewing needles. The lesson 

evolution teaches us is simple: Hominins became human when they started to produce 

together their material and spiritual lives. Of the random mutations, the ones that promoted 

socialness like larger brain mass, larynx and pharynx anatomy that made it easier to talk, 

nerve and muscle mutations that heightened perception, manual dexterity, and various 

specializations thrived and multiplied. Social life became the propeller of biological 

evolution. Moreover, in the meantime, cultural evolution started to race with biological 

evolution, and finally outpaced it to become the most important factor in the development of 

the human species. What makes a being a human being, is not its genetic makeup, over 95% 

of which it shares with the chimpanzee, but its socialness. The body only contributed to 

humanization in so much as it could sustain socialization. And it is socialization that made it 

as it is. (It is of course erroneous to conclude from this that the body is unimportant. Using 

the second cognitive tool I presented earlier I would put it like this: Society is the determinant 

but the body is what is determined, therefore, the body is what shapes the outcome of the 

determination.) 

Looking at how the body was shaped from the perspective of ontogeny, the effect of 

socialness is so clear that it does not need a lengthy explanation. The formation and 

development of an individual body is a wholly social phenomenon and process. For one, the 

prerequisite for a body to exist is a social relation between a woman and a man (directly or 

through a laboratory, as it is the case of artificial fertilization). How the pregnancy goes is 

also an entirely social phenomenon. The woman may use drugs, may ram her belly against 

the shaft of a cart trying to miscarry a baby that is too much to handle due to financial 

constraints or she may have a perfectly healthy pregnancy going to all her monthly check-ups 

without fail. The act of giving birth is also social. A woman can give birth squatting in the 

middle of a field or in an operating room at a luxurious hospital. Whether the child will be 

breastfed and how often this will happen, when the child will be weaned etc., all these depend 

on the knowledge and habits of that particular society. Everything from how the baby is 

swaddled to whether it sleeps in a crib or by its mother, to potty training and personal hygiene 

rituals to the languages, conversations, and noises the baby will hear along with all other 

stimulants will go on to shape its senses are all social. The child learns to walk (like 
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hominins) at around one year of age. At around two it starts to speak (like the homo genus). If 

the child is not with other humans (“a society”) during this period there is no doubt that it will 

not be able to become human (speak). Furthermore, with no example to prove otherwise, it is 

highly doubtful it will even learn how to walk on two feet. Looking squarely at the facts is 

enough to see how everything, even the shape and structure of the child’s body as it grows, 

depends on society. The child’s size, colour etc. are the result of a social intercourse (that 

brings together various individuals), and are therefore the product of heredity that changes 

from one society to another. Its five senses are developed by the culture to which it belongs. 

This includes how the child has its hair or its nails cut, the way it speaks or what its facial 

expressions mean, the sports it plays, its everyday habits etc. There is no human body not 

shaped by society. Even the most physical, seemingly simple acts are in reality social: 

Sleeping, eating, answering “nature’s call”, healthcare, sexual intimacy, and all acts 

performed by our body up until its death are all actually social relations. We will shortly see 

how what we call the soul is no more than the end result of this incessant hammering out. 

However, even though everyone easily realizes there can be no soul without a body, most of 

us don’t realize that there cannot be a body without a soul. Or rather, that there can be a body 

without a soul, but such a body would not be a human body. (When evaluating the role of the 

body in ontogenesis it is important to bear in mind the cognitive tools I talked about earlier, 

especially the transformation of quantity into quality: The body, as a passive determinant not 

only shapes the result of determinations, but may well become an active determinant in 

various stages of a real life story.) 

The second important thing about the human condition is that we all have an 

emotional-cognitive structure which is the “psychic” aspect of the broad definition of the 

human: what we usually call the “soul”. Putting aside matters of religious faith or the belief 

that a soul can exist by itself, separate from a body, what we are trying to clarify here, is the 

nature and source of our psyche. Everybody agrees that each individual has the ability to 

think and feel and that we all have a cognitive-emotional structure that stems from this 

ability. What we cannot agree on are the properties and the source of this structure. Those 

who see humans as a kind of animal, that is to say those who consider the body and instinct to 

be primary in the definition of humankind, believe that the soul has its source in the body. 

Freud’s theory is one example of this view. According to him, the driving force behind our 

soul draws from our sexual instinct, which thus becomes the main determinant of our psyche. 

This perception inevitably leads to believing in a “human nature” that is integral to our 
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species. This opinion is very common. It stems from “common sense”. Whatever one may 

think about the particularities of this human “nature,” the important thing is that it is 

immutable. It is this human nature that shapes history. On the other hand, those who see 

socialness as the most important part of the definition of humankind do not accept the 

existence of an immutable human nature. What we call the soul is a structure determined by 

social relations. The soul is the individual form of socialness. Each individual is raised within 

a framework that is shaped by the social class system and by a definite historical conjuncture, 

in an environment determined by countless economic, political, ideological factors, and 

conditioned by countless passive determinants impacting from the past to the present. 

Individuals are endowed with common qualities they get from their society, as well as having 

differences that come from their unique genetic inheritance and upbringing. Common 

qualities form the “human nature” specific to that particular society. As society changes, so 

does this nature. The most important determinant in the constitution of the soul is direct 

human interaction. This is how basic trust is established, this is how each of the five senses 

acquires its cultural sensibilities. This is how the common language of the society is learned 

and how individual consciousness flourishes, and how the individual’s feelings and thoughts 

are constituted within the network of social relations. Society is the active determinant but it 

cannot move by itself, it has to act through individuals. Therefore, society has to realize its 

active determination in an individual form. Besides, if this was not the case, individuals could 

never be subjects, or in other words a true “member of society”. The critical threshold in 

subject formation is reached around the age of 5. For a human being to function as an 

individual it must overcome its infantile jumble and acquire an emotional-cognitive system 

that can direct its body in a coordinated way. These personality structures are social products 

but they are also the society’s form of existence. Society can only exist as individuals. So, 

there is no question that active social determination will happen through the individual 

psychic structures built from the age of five. This is also what shapes the body. What we call 

the soul is nothing but the features and trappings of our body. For each of us, our soul can be 

found in our genetic makeup, nervous system, hormones, hereditary character traits, 

appearance, standing, gait, running, various movements, the look in our eye, our tone of 

voice, how we call out, gesture, address people, shake hands, kiss, hug, relate physically to 

one another, cut our hair or colour it -if we do-, the way we take care of our face and skin, 

what men do with their beards, whether we remove hair from our body, our weight, the shape 

of our belly, how and how much our muscles are worked out, our nails, tattoos, perfumes, 

accessories from head to toe, clothes, tics, etc. -in short, our soul is nothing else than the sum 
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of the traits that make us distinct individuals. And as these traits are developed through our 

social intercourse, the soul is indeed the shape society gives to the body. One of the most 

important aspects of the soul is that it is largely unconscious. If it weren’t, we wouldn’t be 

able to function. If we were aware of every breath, and every step we would go insane, 

become paralysed. So, we can say that the fact that it is unconscious is quite functional. Not 

only our habits, but the psychological traits which we would rather ignore are also 

unconscious. Individuals, especially those in societies which are prone to creating 

problematic relations, usually develop unhealthy defence mechanisms. The functionality of 

these defence mechanisms depends on the fact that they are unconscious. Artists, thanks to 

their acute awareness, are masters of diagnosing the healthy or unhealthy marks that social 

relations leave on the body. However, anyone can see a number of obvious social 

configurations.  Most of us can easily spot those who are stiff with conceit, whose rogue like 

manner swings them from side to side, those who have become wormlike from flattering or 

brown nosing, or on the opposite, those bodies radiating compassion and goodwill. To put it 

briefly, each individual carries the sum of their social relations in their soul, and this is 

reflected in how they look and behave. When we behold one another what we are really 

seeing in our bodily forms is society. 

 Finally, society itself is also a social product. The source of what makes humans 

what they are, the “social side”, is not –contrary to the delusions of eighteenth century 

bourgeois ideologues– some kind of “social contract” concocted by individuals. It is social 

life itself, it is culture. One of our well-known social psychologists Çigdem Kagitçibasi talks 

about more than one hundred sixty different definitions of culture (Günümüzde Insan ve 

Insanlar [Present Day Humanity and People], 12. basim, Istanbul, Evrim Yayinevi, 2010: 

379). Let’s put those definitions aside and say, in a nutshell, that culture is the sum of 

relations and material and spiritual objects that shape human behaviour and endows it with 

meaning. Culture is, in short, our environment as a whole, as well as every bit of it that 

allows us to recognise one another as human beings. Language is the most important 

component of culture. Culture is everywhere because the world of humans is in essence their 

own creation. For example, the nature that surrounds us is largely a cultural phenomenon. 

Although our latest trick has been to genetically modify plants, these types of interventions 

date back to twelve thousand years ago, to the dawn of the Neolithic age. Except for a few 

wild surviving rainforests that we are fast ravaging, all vegetation is our creation. So are 

animals. In fact, we intervened in the animal kingdom long before we did the plant kingdom. 
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Fifteen thousand years before we cloned a sheep, we created a brand new species, the dog, 

and before we had even reached the Neolithic age, we drove about fifty large herbivores into 

extinction through over hunting (Özbek: 153). All around us we see the cultural creation of 

pets. Wild species are dying out rapidly. Those we try to preserve in zoos are quickly losing 

their generic features. We have created new and resistant strains of bacteria through use and 

misuse of antibiotics. Foolhardy industrialisation and out of control consumerism have 

polluted our planet almost past the point of no return. We’ve even baffled the climate. Our 

culture made nature liveable, and now it has made it the opposite. However, we amassed 

most of our culture not in nature but in our living, production and consumption areas. From 

ancient towns to modern megacities, from museums to factories, workshops, offices, we 

accumulated everywhere an incredible array of objects, we produced innumerable tools, 

gadgets and machines. We made weapons ranging from the bow and arrow to the atomic 

bomb; we built vehicles from rafts to submarines, to ships looking like floating cities, to 

supersonic aeroplanes, even spaceships. We created thousands of languages, various scripts 

some of which still remain mysteries, developed countless belief systems, religions, rituals, 

and made all manner of body modifications from circumcision to ear piercings a part of our 

traditions. We organized in surprising ways, came up with different types of government, 

created titles, uniforms, and ornaments. We developed all kinds of arts to express our 

sensations and feelings with incredible versatility and richness. The list is endless. As we can 

see, the human world is really a world of culture. However, while it is not realized at first 

glance the most important property of culture is that it is carried through by people. All of 

these objects are only cultural because there are people who have certain skills that allow 

them to recognise and use these objects. All of these traditions, customs etc. exist because 

they are also individual habits. From riding a bike to driving a tank, from volleyball to 

wrestling, from using machine tools to engineering atoms, from playing the violin to rope 

walking, from illusionism to dramatic acting, we carry in ourselves all imaginable social 

skills as ingrained in our bodies. Society with its roles, structures and institutions, and all its 

cultural manifestations is inscribed in our bodies. The determining characteristic of 

humankind is located exactly at this point: Throughout history, culture shapes social 

relations, carves them into the body as psychological structures (“the soul”), and renews and 

transforms itself through the constant intervention of the souls using bodily energy. When we 

look at the characteristics of the body, the soul or culture, we see that they are nothing more 

than historical and current manifestations of socialness. 
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IV 

We come now to the big issue that I had to deal with during the second half of this 

research. The issue was this: When it comes to animals we can identify, for each species, a 

body that is specific to that species and instincts that determine how that species behaves. The 

homo genus, or more exactly the sole survivor species of homo genus has also a specific 

body. However, because it is not a kind of animal, it has no instincts that determine its 

behaviour. This is why there is no one human nature, but human natures that change from one 

society to another. But is this variability without any limit? Reckoning that this could not be 

the case is what made me realize that here was a problem. If the human being was endlessly 

changeable as a species, or put it differently, if there were an endless number of human 

natures, there wouldn’t be such a thing as a human species. Human beings as a species are 

able to exist because there is a constant flow of communication between its individuals. For 

communication to exist, there has to be a common ground that allows us to perceive 

difference. For animals this commonality is the particular body of the species and its 

instinctual apparatus. What then, is the common ground for humans? The human body is 

common, but it is not enough because unlike the animal body, this body is not equipped with 

instincts. So, while the common human body is of course necessary for intra-species 

communication, it is not sufficient. There has to be a basis that offers commonality, and also 

allows for various human natures and different individualities to develop. 

While I was pondering this problem, I realized that the senses-apparatus of the body 

provided a model for answering this question. Indeed, we only have five senses, but they 

allow us to experience an endless number of sounds, tastes, smells, sights and textures. So, 

what we must do to solve this problem is to determine the main categories of feelings and 

thoughts that the human soul is able perceive. In other words, as our senses are our bodies’ 

windows to the world, we have to find out “the windows of our souls”. But in so doing we 

must keep in mind a basic fact about humans. The stuff of “the soul”, or the psyche, is always 

a mix of feeling and thought. It is impossible to totally isolate feeling from thought or thought 

from feeling. Therefore, the “psychic senses” we come up with are bound to be a mixture of 

feeling and thought. In the 1920s Gordon Allport started to look into psychic traits and since 

then this field of research has been one of the most promising in the field of psychology. I 

entered this field with my own historical materialist perspective and reached the following 
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conclusion: All humans have a total of six different axes of psychic affectibility: 

1)Like/Dislike; 2)Trust/Distrust; 3)Approval/Disapproval; 4)Joy/Sadness; 5)Pleasure/Pain; 

6)Comprehension/Confusion. (The accurate naming of these axes is a tremendously arduous 

problem as this naming should be valid for all cultures while any actual naming is 

inescapably dependent on its own specific culture.) Six windows of psychic perceptivity -as 

compared to the five senses insuring physical perceptivity. The body’s are called senses, I 

called the soul’s “feeltypes”. 

Now is a good time to offer some brief information on these feeltypes in order to 

avoid as much misunderstanding as possible. For one, feeltypes are not to be confused with 

feelings. Just like senses, they are only means. For instance, our sense of hearing does not 

determine what we are going to hear. We can perceive a piece of classical music or an 

explosion. In the same way, to take the example of the Like/Dislike feeltype, the fact that we 

can like does not affect who we like or hate, and how we do it.  That is decided by culture 

and as culture changes from one society to another the feelings of love and hate can be 

drastically different from one to the other. Our species’ ability to like or dislike enables us to 

perceive these feelings in all cultures. But how these feelings manifest themselves, how they 

contribute to the emergence of human nature are determined by a particular history, by a 

specific culture, and by individual experiences gained within this culture. On the other hand, 

it is possible to experience countless emotions through just six axes because each one goes 

from the extreme positive to the extreme negative. From the most divine love to the most 

heinous hatred both are located on the same Like/Dislike axis. Moreover, just as in real life, 

we cannot just feel or just think, there cannot be pure feeling-thoughts. Feeling-thoughts are 

always merged. Therefore, feelings and thoughts perceived on different psychic axes always 

emerge as complex mixtures. To give an example, the feeling-thought of love can easily mix 

with hate, joy, lust, fear, curiosity, and many other feeling-thoughts.  

Just as the name suggests feeltypes are about the types of feeling-thoughts. 

Therefore, they are not affected by the dialectic transformation of quantity into quality. 

Everything from unlimited trust to crippling paranoia is a part of the Trust/Distrust feeltype. 

However, the quantity/quality transformation does apply to real feelings, just as it does to 

everything else in life. To take an example, it is well documented in literature how love 

transforms into hate. This matter has nothing to do with feeltypes but falls in the scope of the 

real love relations created by a culture. This is also why feeltypes do not cover “emotions”. 

Emotions are the result of certain feeling-thoughts involving biological reactions, and are 
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independent from the category of feeltype. One can feel excited because they are to meet a 

lover, or because their scientific experiments have gone well. Both are emotions but the first 

concerns the Like/Dislike (or perhaps also Pleasure/Pain) feeltype axis, while the second is 

relevant to the Comprehension/Confusion axis. Thus, feeltype does not determine emotions.  

One more thing to bear in mind is that feeltypes are exclusively about interpersonal 

relations. Therefore, feeltypes are not a part of any character traits that are caused by 

anything other than this type of relation. For example, since Ancient Greece it has been 

observed that people, following the four basic elements then believed to constitute all beings, 

were prone to one of four characteristics. According to this observation, which I reckon to be 

accurate, some people are lively, fickle and frivolous like air; some are introverted, lacklustre 

and gloomy like earth; some are fiery, quick to anger, and flare and fade like fire; and some 

are like water, peaceful, calm and collected. There is a truth to this observation, however, 

upon closer examination these are like height or hair colour, formal attributes that do not 

determine whether or not the body is human. The attributes listed partake of the same formal 

character. They do not determine the nature of the soul but only its “style”. Experienced 

either with over-excitement or quietly, love is still love. The only thing that interests feeltypes 

is whether or not a feeling-thought can be characterized as part of the Like/Dislike axis, or for 

that matter, whether any feeling-thought can be identified as belonging to one of the six 

feeltype axes since that is what is relevant to the human as a species. Incidentally here lies the 

main problem with the American “characteristic trait” approach I mentioned before. This 

approach confuses psychic qualities flowing out feeltypes with temperament traits. (The Big 

Five factors model offered by American psychology is obviously such an example.) This is 

like considering skin colour as important as having two arms or two legs, which is evidently 

hardly scientific. 

Feeltypes are the “grid of possibilities” for the exchange of feeling-thoughts making 

us “human” as a species. Just as significant deficiencies in the body mean “infirmity” or even 

“death”, deficits in feeltypes (or feeling-thought possibilities) can cause psychic “infirmities” 

or even death. That is what happens in comas or insanity. We are able to have feeling-

thoughts for non-human objects because we first passed through the grid of feeltypes and 

became human. People who have not experienced feeling-thoughts that trigger these six 

feeltypes through human interaction since birth cannot have those feeling-thoughts for non-

human objects. The fact that we can love our dog, enjoy the beauty of a flower, rejoice at the 

song of a mockingbird or indeed perceive any kind of feeling-thought directed to non-human 
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objects is only possible because we have had previous experience of these feeling-thoughts 

with other people. There are no “natural” feeling-thoughts when it comes to humans, they all 

find their source in the culture soaking us. And what enables us to experience any feeling-

thought is our innate apparatus providing for six axes of psychic perceptivity. 

Like our bodies, feeltypes are the result of evolution. If it weren’t for disgust, our 

ancestors could not differentiate between different types of food and would be vulnerable to 

poisoning. That is the source of Like/Dislike. Fear is another functional emotion and it 

evolved into the feeltype Trust/Distrust. Curiosity transformed into 

Compehension/Confusion. This holds for all the six axes of feeltype. They became human 

attributes in the human species because they were already a part of the evolutionary 

trajectory. If feeltype axes of the human psyche did not come from evolution, they could not 

have manifested themselves in the forms we now recognise. The psyche of our species is as 

much a product of evolution as our body. 

An important aspect of the feeltype theory is it may be used for operational research. 

As these feeltypes constitute a common ground, identical questions based on them can be 

used for comparing cultures and psyches among themselves, and research on how these two 

components interact. A few examples for questions may be as follows: In this culture who are 

objects of love and hate, and how do these feeling-thoughts come out? Between which people 

do the most comforting trust relationships form? What is the biggest fear in this culture? 

What is most applauded, what causes the most embarrassment? Which relationships are seen 

as the greatest source of joy or sadness? Which relationships are thought to give the most 

pleasure or pain? What are the main resources for individual and social consciousness within 

this structure of relations? What relations are forms of ideological mystification? What are 

considered guilty pleasures?  What joys are causes for pride? etc. 

Now that I have summarised the key points of the concept of feeltypes I would like 

to end my presentation by suggesting what I find to be a very positive aspect of the 

conceptual framework I put together in this twelve year research adventure. This framework 

based on historical materialism, offers the possibility of accommodating various 

contributions ranging from Freud to Eysenck, Vygotsky or Bourdieu thanks to its open and 

flexible nature; and allows a synthesis without eclecticism owing to its solid foundation. As 

far as I could I have tried to use this possibility in my book. 
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I hope I have been sufficiently clear in my effort to lay down the issues I faced and 

the conclusions I came to throughout this exciting research process. Thank you for joining me 

today. However, before I end this presentation I must repay a debt of gratitude. Without the 

owner of Yordam Kitap, Hayri Erdogan, and my former student Gökhan Atilgan, who I 

consider to be one of the finest Turkish political scientists of our time, this research would 

have never ended up in my book What is the Individual? I would like to express my profound 

gratitude to them both. Thank you. 

 


